
Your Mindset fuels or hinders
innovation

 

Greetings! 

Effective business leaders have the mindset that a well-trained workforce is critical for
business success. Accordingly, they beef up finance, operations, marketing and research
departments with great talent and then ensure that these individuals get the proper
training, to keep up with our ever-changing world.

But what about innovation; creating a creativity-capable workforce and building creativity
and innovation as a core skill? What's your current mindset about that?

Let's start with some Mindset characteristics.

1. Implicit theories of how the world works - Are
we evolving or devolving?

2. Collection of assumptions of how the world
works - Do innovative companies prosper? Is
it too risky?

3. The lens of attitudes and beliefs through
which we see, understand and interact with
the world - Do you believe that innovators are
born with special gifts?

4. A way of thinking about the world and our
impact on the world - Are you purpose-driven
or just playing "the game?"  

Mindset is powerful. Innovation starts inside
your head. Your Mindset continually impacts your innovation achievement throughout the
entire process.
 
We can have innovation process and tools and not succeed if we have a fixed/closed
mindset while we are doing the process and tools.

Having an Innovation Mindset means you are:

alert / observant / curious
acutely aware of their environment
actively making note of things that inspire, frustrate, intrigue, and subtleties
actively encourage wonder and wander
driven to learn, understand
connect things in new ways
interested in many different things beyond your area of expertise
questioning to challenge assumptions, to evoke new perspectives, to learn, to
understand
persistent in the face of setback AND challenges
not seeking the next step or even direction, but rather hunting for new
intersections of data, problems, and ideas

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RurO23i89aScoJEsrOMhVZwEyRrP3HWQLxH6GNbfgaOB1MAiEHEbnTNDrqTV_RG_dgBUCNWHX7mP2EVLd0QJ49NX-THAFfsGpVfeG4meyEG1uQO86V0Gy_Iwh5CzfpajQYWFAVUrz-1xyt4O9asnYKLLmqMvmqL7sed2Mq3Hvgg=&c=&ch=


ToolsTools

Here are six things you can do to expand, broaden an innovation Mindset

1. Define your beliefs: Make a list of your current beliefs - amount your market,
customer's needs, competition, business model, how your company wins. Explore
where they came from, are they true, what if they were not right

2. Explore: Make it a priority to continually explore and learn something new beyond
your area of focus

3. Ask questions - why, why not, how, how else, how might, what if; seek to
understand

4. Challenge assumptions. Identify and challenge assumptions
5. Observe. Actively and consciously observe things around you - without judgement.
6. Stretch. Try something that stretches you beyond your current ability

If you want your workforce to have a Mindset for innovation, and value the opportunity to
arm them with an inspiring collection of proven tools and processes, please call me.

Infinium
816-471-2066

P.S. Do you want to build innovation competency in your organization? We can help you
gain a deeper understanding of the Innovation Principles and a host of other innovation
best practices. Reply to this email to set up a call to discuss the possibilities. 

We appreciate you sharing this note with those in your network. If you received a
forwarded copy, please sign up to receive our future issues.
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